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1

Introduction

1.1

Background

SynergyRED (the Proponent), a subsidiary of Synergy, is seeking development approval for the King
Rocks Wind Farm Project (the Project / KRWF) north-east of Hyden.
The key consideration in the development of this project is the delivery of large wind turbines and
blades to the site. These blades can be up to 90m in length, as used in other similar projects Stantec
have previously been involved with.
With loads of this length and size, there will the requirement to transport these from a set-down
location and then transfer them to the site using over-size-over-mass vehicles (OSOM).
The most likely scenario based on initial desktop studies is for the components for the Project to be
delivered through an offloading facility in Cockburn and then transported to the site through Hyden.
However, there may also exist similar opportunities from Bunbury, Albany or Esperance.
This Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA) examines the impact of the proposal on the road network and
primarily focusses on the localised impacts nearer to the Hyden site.

1.2

Purpose of this Report

This report sets out an assessment of the anticipated transport implications of the proposal, including
consideration of the following:
•

existing traffic conditions surrounding the site

•

proposed access route

•

the traffic generating characteristics of the proposal

•

suitability of the proposed access arrangements for the site

•

the transport impact of the development proposal on the surrounding road network.
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1.3

References

In the preparation of this report, reference has been made to the following:
•

WAPC Transport Impact Assessment Guidelines – Volume 4: Development (August
2016)

•

WAPC Transport Impact Assessment Guidelines – Volume 5: Technical Guidance
(August 2016)

•

ITE Trip Generation 8th Edition Volume 3

•

Stantec Internal Trip Generation Database

•

Austroads guidelines

•

Main Roads Western Australia assessment guidelines.
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2

Existing Conditions

2.1

Location

The subject site is located in the eastern Wheatbelt region of Western Australia. The site is located
approximately 35km north-east of Hyden, east of King Rocks Road North, and west of the Rabbit
Proof Fence. There is presently a 132kV transmission line bisecting the site, into which this project
will ultimately connect into. The location of the subject site is shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: KRWF site and its environs

Source: URBIS
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2.2

Transport Network

Roads are classified according to the functions they perform. The main purpose of defining a road’s
functional class is to provide a basis for establishing the policies which guide the management of the
road according to their intended service or qualities.
In terms of functional road classification, State roads are strategically important as they form the
primary network used for the movement of people and goods between regions, and throughout the
State. Main Roads Western Australia (MRWA) is responsible for funding, prioritising, and carrying out
works on State roads. State roads generally include roads classified as freeways, state highways, and
main roads and the regulation to manage the road system is stated in the Australian Road Rules.
MRWA defines four levels in a typical functional road hierarchy, ranking from high mobility and low
accessibility to high accessibility and low mobility. These road classes are:
Primary Distributors (Bright Blue)
State Roads controlled by MRWA, typically have no limit in flow and designed to carry vehicles long
distance between regional centres.
Regional Distributors (Red)
Managed by local authorities. Typically, their operating capacity exceed 100 vehicles per day (vpd) in
rural areas, and their aim is to link significant destinations and designed for efficient movement of
people and goods between and within regions.
Distributor A & B Roads (Greek and Dark Blue)
Provide for high traffic volumes, above 6,000 to 8,000 vpd travelling between industrial, commercial,
and residential areas. Connectivity between local sites and the sub-arterial road network.
Local Distributors (Orange)
Movement of traffic within local areas and connecting access roads to higher order Distributors, with
traffic flows up to 100vpd typically in rural areas.
Access Roads (Grey)
Provide direct access to properties and the local distributor road system and typically carry up to 75
vehicles per day in rural areas.
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Figure 2.2: Road Hierarchy relative to KRWF site

KRWF
Site

(Source: MRWA Road Traffic Map)

The wind turbine components are anticipated to be transported to the site from the Cockburn area,
which is well connected to a road network that has spare capacity and can accommodate overdimensional vehicles. Previous wind farms built north of Perth have used this facility to off load
components and transport them via OSOM transport.
The exact end of the transport route requires refinement to the entrance of the KRWF site, being that
it can be either via the direct route from Casuarina Road into the site, or from the King Rocks Road
North approach. The deciding factor is understood to be which route would have least impact on
vegetation clearance for access to the site.
Closer to the time of construction, once details of the components of the project and the size of the
actual vehicles to be used has been determined, a detailed separate OSOM Haulage Route
Assessment would need to be prepared (as recommended by Stantec) in support of the
commencement of the construction of the project. Some changes may be required due to this
assessment but overall, the route from Cockburn to the site should be achievable.
The proposed OSOM route to the site is expected to include Cockburn Road, Rockingham Road,
Thomas Road, Tonkin Highway, Armadale Road, Albany Highway, Brookton Highway, BrooktonCorrigin Road, Corrigin-Kondinin Road, Kondinin-Hyden Road and Hyden-Lake King Road. These
are all Primary Distributors controlled by MRWA.
Annual average daily traffic volumes for the key roads along the proposed OSOM Haulage Route are
as follows:
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•

Cockburn Road

10,000vpd

•

Rockingham Road

35,000vpd

•

Thomas Road

18,000vpd

•

Tonkin Highway

28,000vpd

•

Armadale Road

24,600vpd

•

Albany Highway

24,250vpd

•

Brookton Highway

1,080vpd near Brookton, 10,000vpd near Perth

•

Brookton-Corrigin Road

600vpd

•

Corrigin-Kondinin Road

415vpd

•

Kondinin-Hyden Road

500vpd

•

Hyden-Lake King Road

450vpd.

From Hyden-Lake King Road, the delivery of wind farm infrastructure will turn left onto Lovering Road
which is a Local Distributor Road maintained by the Shire of Kondinin.
From the State road network, the proposed access route for light, heavy and/or OSOM vehicles will
follow local roads controlled by the Shire of Kondinin for transport of the wind farm components.
Access routes for light, heavy and OSOM vehicles in proximity of the wind farm site are expected to
be via the following routes:
•

Left turn from Hyden-Lake King Road

•

Lovering Road

•

Williamson Road

•

Casuarina Road

•

Into the site via a driveway opposite Casuarina Road at the intersection of King Rocks Road
North.

•

Lovering Road

•

King Rocks Road North

•

Right turn into the site via a driveway opposite Casuarina Road at the intersection of King
Rocks Road North.

Or
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Existing traffic flows on these roads have been estimated in consultation with the Shire of Kondinin:
•

Lovering Road

near Hyden-Lake King Road 600vpd

•

Lovering Road

near Williamson Road 20vpd

•

Williamson Road

15vpd

•

Casuarina Road

15vpd

•

King Rocks Road North

15vpd.

The traffic flows on Lovering Road near Hyden-Lake Kind Road are higher as this section of road is
used to access Wave Rock, with the intersection to this tourist attraction approximately 1km north of
the Hyden-Lake King Road.
Lovering Road, Williamson Road, Casuarina Road and King Rocks Road North, which are mostly all
unsealed, have formation (in this case effective road pavement) widths of up to 10m wide. With this
width of roadway, these roads can conceivably carry traffic flows in excess of 150vpd.
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3

Proposed Development

3.1

Overview

The proposed development is seeking to install up to 30 wind turbines, with blades each up to 90m in
length with a maximum blade tip height once installed of approximately 240m. The Project also
includes the following, relevant to this assessment:
•

Maximum site capacity up to 150 MW

•

Up to 30 wind turbine generators installed on towers up to 150 metres tall and blades up
to 90 metres long (i.e., total height of up to 240 metres tall)

•

Concrete foundations installed up to 4 metres below ground in existing cleared farmland

•

Installation of electrical substation(s) and switchyards

•

Installation of transmission poles or towers and connecting power lines

•

Installation of operations and maintenance building(s) and workshop(s)

•

Installation of wind monitoring masts up to 150 metres tall

•

Installation of communications towers up to 100 metres tall

•

Access roads from the public road to the wind farm, and within the wind farm
Development Envelope to access the substation, turbines, buildings, workshops and
other infrastructure

•

Buried electrical cables connecting turbines to substation

•

Installation and / or upgrade of gates and fences

•

Clearing of vegetation for access roads and buried electrical cables (up to 4 hectares
within the Development Envelope)

•

Potential installation of bore for groundwater extraction to assist in construction of roads
and foundations

•

Installation of dams, including turkey nests

•

Installation of a concrete batching plant

•

Gravel borrow pits

•

Construction laydown areas

•

Potential future installation of battery energy storage system.
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The site is located east of the King Rocks North Road with the entrance located at the intersection of
Casuarina Road with King Rocks Road North. See Figure 3.1 below.
Figure 3.1: KRWF detailed site and its environs

Source: Urbis
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For this TIA it has been assumed that the project will be constructed over an approximate 18 to 24month period with most component deliveries occurring from approximately month 6 to 18 during the
construction period. It is anticipated that the wind farm will be constructed between the following
standard working hours:
•

Monday to Saturday

7:00am and 5:00pm

•

Sunday and public holidays

generally no work.

It must be recognised that there may also be some out of hours work required (e.g., to transport
OSOM loads under police escort, concrete pours that cannot stop/ start, blade/ nacelle lifts that must
be undertaken under safe wind conditions). Whilst it is expected the majority of site construction
works to occur between 7am and 5pm Monday to Saturday, works outside of these times will be
required for certain activities and will be assessed on a case-by-case basis with consideration for
impacts on stakeholders.

3.2
3.2.1

Proposed Access Route
MAJOR ROAD NETWORK

It is anticipated that the majority of the wind turbine components will be manufactured overseas and
delivered to one of either Fremantle/Cockburn, Bunbury, Albany or Esperance ports. In discussion
with SynergyRED the most likely option is the use of the Australian Marine Complex with components
delivered to an off-load facility and stored there prior to the movement to the Project site. Part of the
proposed Project OSOM Haulage Route has been used for the previous shorter blades for other
projects from the Australian Marine Complex via Rockingham Road, Thomas Road and then to
Tonkin Highway. It is proposed that this route be extended through to Brookton Highway and then on
to other main roads through to Hyden. This route is approximately 350km, along State roads to the
Lovering Road turnoff from Hyden-Lake King Road, from the Australian Marine Complex. These
highways are approved as heavy vehicle and B-Double routes by Main Roads Western Australia
Heavy Vehicle Services and are considered suitable for OSOM vehicles and loads.
Modifications to the proposed Project OSOM Haulage Route due to geometrical constraints and the
longer wind blades may be required. To future-proof the project, the OSOM Haulage Route
Assessment investigated the movement of 90-metre-long blades which represents the longest blades
to be transported and therefore the worst-case haulage scenario.
The proposed Project OSOM Haulage Route is illustrated in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. A detailed
assessment of the Project haulage routes has not yet been completed by Stantec and if required (say,
after development approval) can be undertaken in a separate detailed OSOM Haulage Route
Assessment.
As a preferred contractor has not yet been identified to construct the project, it is not possible to
determine the precise origin-destination routes that light and heavy vehicles will ultimately take during
the construction phase. However, by virtue of the road network layout and location of the KRWF
project site, it is expected that most (if not all) light and heavy vehicles will follow the same route as
OSOM loads via Brookton Highway and Hyden to access the KRWF when travelling from Perth.
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Figure 3.2: Overall KRWF Proposed OSOM Route

Source: Google Maps

Figure 3.3: Perth Metro Area Section KRWF Proposed OSOM Route

Source: Google Maps
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3.2.2

MINOR ROAD NETWORK

The Project site is located approximately 41.5 kilometres from the Hyden-Lake King Road turnoff onto
Lovering Road. The proposed Project OSOM Haulage Route is expected to access the local roads of
Lovering Ring Road, Williamson Road and Casuarina Road (or Lovering Road and King Rocks Road
North).
These local roads are expected to have very few vehicle movements not related to the construction of
the wind farm and their suitability has been assessed taking into consideration available sight lines
and typical cross sections of the current unsealed roads. The access point to the Project site will be
from King Rocks North Road, a local road, directly on to private property of involved landowners. A
summary of the local roads that are proposed to be used for the project and their intended use is
provided in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Non-State roads proposed to be used
Road authority

Road

Usage by vehicle type

Road category

Light, heavy and OSOM

Local Roads

Light, heavy and OSOM

Local Roads

Intersection of Hyden-Lake
King Road/Lovering Road
Lovering Road
Intersection of Lovering
Road/Sedgewick Road

Route 1

Intersection of Lovering
Road/Williamson Road

Shire of Kondinin

Williamson Road
Intersection of Williamson
Road/Casuarina Road
Casuarina Road
Intersection of Casuarina
Road/King Rocks Road
North
Intersection of Hyden-Lake
King Road/Lovering Road
Lovering Road

Route 2
Shire of Kondinin

Intersection of Lovering
Road/Sedgewick Road
Intersection of Lovering
Road/King Rocks Road
North
King Rocks Road North

In general, Lovering Road and local roads to the north of the Hyden-Lake King Road will be used by
OSOM, heavy and light vehicles to access the wind farm entrance point.
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3.2.3

ACCESS WITHIN THE SITE

Access tracks to each of the wind turbine locations will generally be across open paddocks and be
along the ridgelines that the turbines are located on. The internal site access tracks are generally
private roads and there will be no traffic impacts to the general public from vehicle movements within
the site.
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Traffic Impact Assessment

4.1

Traffic Generation

4.1.1

CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC

The construction work for the KRWF project will involve the following activities:
•

Construction staff and management

•

Site establishment and mobilisation

•

Internal access track construction

•

Foundation excavation and construction

•

Collection substations construction and commissioning

•

Turbine erection

•

Grid connection substation and overhead powerline

•

General construction and demobilisation.

It is expected the construction phase will take around 18 to 24 months. The construction of the KRWF
project will involve a combination of OSOM vehicles, heavy vehicles, minibuses, and light vehicles.
Construction traffic will be generated by the delivery of equipment and materials, as well as the
construction workers travelling to and from the site, using a combination of heavy and light vehicles.
The vehicles delivering the main crane, wind turbine components and transformer components will be
OSOM vehicles. These vehicles will require special operating permits to allow them to travel on public
roads and the appropriately licensed haulage contractor will be required to complete a detailed
assessment for approval by MRWA and local councils prior to construction. Namely, these vehicles
are those that are over the dimensional and mass limits specified by the National Heavy Vehicle
Regulator (NHVR), triggering the OSOM permit process and may require one or more escort vehicles
to accompany them. These limits are as follows:
•

•

Oversize (OS):
o

Greater than 19 metres in length

o

Greater than 2.5 metres in width

o

Greater than 4.3 metres in height

Overmass (OM):
o

Heavier than 42.5 tonnes.
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The delivery of these major components is planned to occur during standard working hours unless
otherwise required by MRWA HVS or other authorities. All relevant requirements will be detailed in the
Traffic Management Plan, to be prepared as required prior to construction which will be required by
MRWA HVS.
On-site access tracks will generally be around 5-6m wide but will need to be wider at bends and
intersections (both internal accesses and the main access opposite King Rocks Road North and
Casuarina Road) to accommodate a turning vehicle swept path and designed with appropriate
drainage. The longest construction vehicles will be those delivering the turbine blades. Typically, one
blade is delivered in one load and OSOM vehicles used to deliver turbine blades can be up to 110
metres long (including load) and subject to MRWA HVS approval for use along the public road
network. Once the blade is unloaded at the site, the blade haulage trailers are designed to concertina
up, thereby reducing the length of the truck to be classified as a heavy vehicle. Stantec has assessed
the turning movements of a haulage vehicle carrying a hypothetical blade of 90 metres long and these
are detailed below.
There are no turning bays/pockets required on the public roads, though turning bays/areas may be
required on the subject site. Placement of turning bays/areas, if required, will likely be at the deadends of on-site access roads, and will be organised in consultation with the relevant landowner.
It is expected that there will be on average around 35 vehicle movements (one-way) per day over an
assumed 18 to 24 month construction period (with OSOM deliveries expected to occur in the middle
12 month period, from month 6 to 18 of the construction period). Peak construction vehicle activity,
with approximately 150 personnel on site at that time, resulting in up to 80 vehicle movements (oneway) per day on the surrounding road network. These estimates include light, heavy and OSOM
vehicles. A breakdown of the anticipated traffic generation estimates by type of vehicle is provided in
Table 4.1. It is expected that personnel with be transported to and from the site either in light vehicles
or in minibuses (where larger groups of personnel might be living).
Table 4.1: Number of vehicles used during construction
Type of vehicle

Average traffic generation
(vehicles per day)

Peak traffic generation
(vehicles per day)

Light (LV)

25

50

Heavy (HV)

10

25

OSOM

1

3

Total (approx.)

35

80
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A breakdown of the types of vehicles anticipated to be used during construction is also provided in
Table 4.2. The detail of these vehicle types are summarised below:
•

Blade truck (1 blade per truck), independent rear steering, up to 25ton each up to 90m
long
o

Required pilot plus escorts

•

Nacelle truck (~120-150tone)

•

Tower trucks

•

Hub and other parts (40ft containers)

•

Main cranes
o

LG1750

o

LTM1750

o

Possibly larger for this farm

•

Graders

•

Dozers

•

Water carts

•

Excavators

•

Diggers

•

Padfoot

•

Concrete trucks

•

Concrete pumps

•

Rollers

•

Pre-fabricated building transport (switch room and control room)

•

LVs (generally diesel 4WD, Hilux/Prado etc.) up to 150 persons on site, up to 50-75
vehicles

•

HVs (generally semi-trailers, single unit trucks and min-buses)

•

Demountable office deliveries (for construction).
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Table 4.2: Proposed primary type of vehicles description used during construction
Operation

Description

Primary type of vehicle

General

Construction operations

Heavy

Site setup

Heavy

Road and Hard Standings

Heavy

Foundation Construction

Heavy

Turbine components

Light, heavy and OSOM

Cable installation

Heavy

Cranage

Heavy and OSOM

Civil and electrical works

Light and heavy

BESS

Heavy

OHL

Heavy

Workers, visitors and escort vehicles

Light

Wind Farm Construction

Internal substation construction and
connection

Miscellaneous light vehicles

4.1.2

OPERATIONAL TRAFFIC

Modern wind farms are designed to operate automatically and typically unmanned. However,
technicians are based on the site during normal working hours (generally Monday to Friday) to carry
out scheduled site inspections and maintenance on the wind turbines. Unscheduled maintenance will
be carried out by technicians, as required, both during and outside normal working hours. It is
anticipated that all scheduled and unscheduled maintenance will generate up to 5 trips per day on the
surrounding road network, largely comprising light vehicles such as utilities and/ or vans. While not
anticipated to occur frequently, blade or transformer replacement activities would result in minor
OSOM vehicle movements over the lifetime of the wind farm.
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4.2
4.2.1

Transport Impacts
OVERVIEW

The main impact of the proposal will be through the construction of the KRWF. The additional traffic
generated during the construction period will generally be relatively minor compared to the existing
daily traffic volumes along the roads and highways in more urban areas. In more regional areas, the
proportional increase in traffic as a result of the development is expected to be higher as a result of
lower existing traffic volumes on the road network. However, it is not anticipated that the construction
traffic volumes will result in significant adverse impact on the safety or function of the road network
(assessment follows).
A summary of the anticipated increase in traffic in relation to existing traffic data outlined below in
Table 4.3. It is noted that this assumes all development traffic will travel to the KRWF site along the
proposed Project OSOM Haulage Route, whereas in reality, some vehicle trips will likely be local trips
or will travel along other routes to/ from the KRWF site (particularly light vehicles). As noted
previously, until a preferred construction contractor has been identified, it is currently not possible to
accurately determined the origin-destination route that light and heavy vehicles will take during
construction, but most likely will be similar to the routes described previously.
Minor road network disruptions may occur, primarily from the use of OSOM vehicles, but apart from
the traffic flows on Lovering Road near the Hyden-Lake King Road, all other roads have very low
traffic flows with approximately 1-2 existing vehicles each hour. It is a commitment of the Proponent
that the wind farm will work with the Shire as required if works are required to upgrade local roads.
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Table 4.3: Anticipated average increase in traffic volumes on the surrounding road network

Road

Existing daily traffic
volumes1

Anticipated average
increase in daily traffic
associated with the
development 2

Cockburn Road

10,000

2

<1%

Rockingham Road

35,000

2

<1%

Thomas Road

18,000

2

<1%

Tonkin Highway

28,000

2

<1%

Armadale Road

24,600

2

<1%

Albany Highway

24,250

2

<1%

Brookton Highway

10,000 to 1,080

20

<1% to 2%

Brookton-Corrigin Road

600

20

3%

Corrigin-Kondinin Road

415

20

5%

Kondinin-Hyden Road

500

20

4%

Hyden-Lake King Road

450

50

11%

Lovering Road

600 to 20

70

11% to 350%

Williamson Road

15

70

465%

Casuarina Road

15

70

465%

Proportional increase

Traffic volumes based on most recent available data from Main Roads TrafficMap.
Average vehicles per day multiplied by two to consider two-way trips.
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4.2.2

SUITABILITY OF PROPOSED SITE ACCESS POINT(S)

A single access point is proposed from King Rocks Road North to achieve safe access and minimise
community disruption during the construction stage, as well as reducing the extent of local roads
required for delivery of turbine components.
Depending on the final route chosen into the site, the current Western Power gated access opposite
Casuarina Road at King Rocks Road North could be utilised or if the King Rocks Road North from
Lovering Road route was adopted, then a modified access point would be required to be provided.
This would require careful location or integration with off-shoot drains on the eastern side of King
Rocks Road North, south of Casuarina Road.
A sight line assessment was undertaken for the current crossover/driveway location on King Rocks
Road North, opposite Casuarina Road in accordance with Section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 of the Austroads
Guide to Road Design Part 4A (2017) to provide guidance on the suitability of the proposed site
access arrangements at this location.
The sight line assessment concludes that there are no sight line issues at the current entry to the site.
If there is required to be direct access into the site away from this location, then an assessment of the
final access point will need to be undertaken at the chosen location.

4.2.3

SWEPT PATHS

Two travel routes between Hyden and the subject site have been examined to determine the
suitability of each, to accommodate the oversized vehicle necessary to transport the wind turbine
blades. Both route options follow the same path from Hyden along Lovering Road, with Option 1
utilising Williamson Road and Casuarina Road and Option 2 utilising King Rocks Road North to
access the subject site. The proposed routes are shown in Figure 4.2 with swept path diagrams
provided in Appendix A.
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Figure 4.1: Proposed Travel Paths between Hyden & Site

King Rocks
Road Nth

Sedgewick
Road

Williamson
Road

Casuarina
Road

Option 1
Option 2

KRWF Site

Lovering Road

Both Options require works to be undertaken at all intersections to facilitate the movement of the large
vehicle. This typically involves widening of the road surface area, filling and/or redirection of drains
and removal of vegetation.
The intersections that will be used for both route options and the necessary works required are as
follows:
Hyden Lake Road and Lovering Road
•

Possible regrading or filling of drain on southern side of Hyden-Lake Road, west of the
intersection for up to 9m from the edge of the road. Drain should otherwise be unaffected,
i.e., no requirement for temporary piping

•

Load height clearance over the vegetation to be on the southern side of Hyden-Lake
Road for up to 21m from the edge of the road to be confirmed

•

Temporary fill and drainage pipe for the outside of the turn, on the eastern side of
Lovering Road

•

Road surface widening up to approximately 5m on the eastern side of Lovering Road
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•

Vegetation removal or pruning on the inside curve up to an approximate depth of 6m, on
the western side of the Lovering Road, avoiding removal of the larger trees and shrubs

•

Removal or relocation of signage on the western side of Lovering Road

•

Confirm the truck and load clearance to the crown of Hyden-Lakes Road through the full
turn movement

•

The ability for the truck to navigate the grade changes through the curve, with Lovering
Road descending from Hyden-Lakes Road.

Lovering Road and Sedgewick Road
•

The western verge of Lovering Road/Sedgewick Road appears trafficable for up to a
maximum of 2.2m, beyond which the ground is soft sand. Swept paths undertaken
demonstrate that the weight of the vehicle may extend into the soft verge area, therefore
requiring some widening of the road surface area

•

On the northern side of Lovering Road (eastbound) widening of the road surface of up to
11m is required. Temporary fill and drainage pipe will be required.

•

Vegetation clearing needed through the inside of the turn, with widening of the road
surface necessary due to the soft ground for up to 21m from the road edge

•

Fencing to be removed or relocated.

The following are dependent on the preferred travel path.
Option 1: Lovering Road and Williamson Road
•

Widening of the road surface on the western side of Williamson Road of up to 4m

•

Vegetation clearing and widening of the road surface through the inside of the curve,
avoiding the larger trees for up to 21m from the road edge

•

Confirm load height clearance over the vegetation on the southern side of Lovering Road
for a distance of 15m from the road edge

•

Verge on southern side of Lovering Road suitable for the predicted truck travel path,
being approximately 3m beyond the road edge.

Option 1: Williamson Road and Casuarina Road
•

Widening of the road surface on the northern side of Casuarina Road of up to 5m

•

Vegetation clearing and widening of the road surface through the inside of the curve,
avoiding the larger trees of up to 22m from the road edge

•

Confirm load height clearance over the vegetation on the western side of Williamson
Road for up to 11m from the road edge
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•

Verge on western side of Lovering Road suitable for the predicted truck travel path being
approximately 2m beyond the road edge.

Option 1: Casuarina Road and Site Entry
•

Widening of the road surface on the northern side of Casuarina Road of 8m, and on the
southern corner of the intersection of approximately 14m where the shoulder is soft sand

•

Minor vegetation removal on either side of Casuarina Road

•

Truck to utilise existing entry to site, however widening of the entry gate is required.

Option 2: Lovering Road and King Rocks Road
•

Widening of the road surface on the eastern side of King Rocks Road of up to 14m

•

Vegetation clearing and widening of the road surface through the inside of the curve,
avoiding the larger trees of up to 18m

•

Removal/relocation of fencing

•

Confirm load height clearance over the vegetation on the southern side of Lovering Road
for up to 14m from the road edge.

Option 2: King Rocks Road and Site Entry
•

Significant vegetation removal required along the western side of King Rocks Road of up
to a maximum of 16m from the road edge, with the load extending up to 28m from the
road edge

•

Confirm load height clearance over the vegetation on the western side of King Rocks
Road

•

Road surface widening on the western side of King Rocks Road due to soft ground of up
to 18m from road edge

•

Removal or relocation of fencing

•

Significant vegetation removal on the inside of the turn and road surface widening of up to
18m

•

Large drainage channels can be avoided

•

Truck to utilise existing entry to site, however widening of the entry gate is required

•

Grade changes through the entry turn to be reviewed noting that King Rocks Road is
ascending from the south toward the subject site.

Given the ascending gradient on approach to the KRWF entry from the south, the presence of large
run off drains and dense vegetation, it is recommended that the Option 1 be the travelled route. This
route provides the most direct approach to the site entry, avoiding large scale vegetation clearing and
road surface widening.
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4.2.4

STRUCTURAL CAPACITY OF EXISTING ROADS AND STRUCTURES

The increased traffic during construction has the potential to exacerbate any areas of the road
network that are already showing signs of deterioration. Increased inspection and maintenance will
need to be discussed and agreed with the relevant authorities (likely Shire of Kondinin and Main
Roads Western Australia).
This increased inspection may require an initial visual assessment of structures including bridges,
culverts and causeways along the Project OSOM Haulage Route by a structural engineer as part of
further application process for the project to confirm the OSOM route and access routes are feasible.
A visual assessment of the proposed Project OSOM Haulage Route is required to be undertaken to
confirm clearances to powerlines, signs, trees etc. From Stantec’s initial visual site inspection of the
local roads under control of the Shire of Kondinin it was determined that there should not be any
issues with the last 41.5km of access along the Shire’s roads. Constraints will be investigated
following detailed design of the wind turbine transportation trailers, which will determine the exact
height requirements for delivery of wind turbine components, length of overhang on the vehicle and
the clearance between the wind blade and the road.
The major roads have been designed to cater for large OSOM vehicles, however some structures on
local roads may be impacted by the passage of the large construction vehicles especially the heaviest
loads, the nacelles weighing up to 120-150t. The condition of structures along the route will be
monitored and repaired or replaced as required during the construction period to maintain
serviceability for local users and construction traffic. A structural assessment will be required to be
completed prior to commencement of use of these structures for any OSOM or heavy vehicle traffic
associated with the construction of the development, as per the development consent conditions.

4.2.5

INTERSECTION MODIFICATIONS

Once the exact OSOM routes and final size of vehicles has been determined it is expected the Shire
may require upgrading intersections as required to accommodate these vehicles. The required
intersections were identified in the assessment of the impacts of the swept path of the vehicle likely to
be used for the movement of the largest load, this being the 90m long blades.

4.2.5.1

Design Standards

The proposed design standards to be adopted are those set-out in the Austroads design series and
as modified my the Main Roads Western Australia supplements and any local government
guidelines/policies applicable to road design.

4.2.5.2

Road Maintenance

Where roads have been fully upgraded to the agreed standards prior to construction, the maintenance
during construction and operation of the wind farm will be the responsibility of the Shire.
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4.2.6

DISTURBANCE TO LOCAL COMMUNITY

The main impacts of wind farm construction traffic on the local communities will involve:
•

turning movements, particularly of OSOM vehicles from the Hyden-Lake King Road and
then along local Shire roads

•

increased frequency of vehicle movements on the surrounding local roads to the wind
farm that would otherwise have low traffic volumes

•

potential safety risks arising from increased traffic movements.

As mentioned previously, the Project is expected to result in around 80 vehicle movements per day
(one-way, thus 160 two-way) during peak construction activity. Deliveries of long loads such as the
wind turbine blades may involve up to three OSOM vehicles per day. The OSOM vehicles will travel at
lower speeds than the typical travel speeds of local residents; however, the OSOM vehicles will
typically be restricted to travelling at night or in the early hours of the morning, when general traffic
volumes are lowest. Some delays may be experienced by local residents due to the nature of the
vehicles being used to deliver materials to the site.
The general increase in daily traffic has the potential to increase the short-term traffic noise levels
along the proposed access routes, with vehicle movements to be accommodated mostly within the
normal site working hours. Large OSOM deliveries will likely occur overnight as this is preferred by
MRWA to avoid impact to traffic, however this will be confirmed by the transport contractor and
MRWA closer to construction.

4.2.7

ROAD SAFETY

An analysis of the most recent five-year period of available crash data from 2017 to 2021 (at the time
of analysis) has been undertaken based on crash data provided by MRWA for the Shire roads on the
proposed OSOM route to the site.
This assessment found there have been no recorded crashes in this period on any of the proposed
roads.
The use of OSOM vehicles as well as an increase in traffic on the surrounding road network
associated with the wind farm has the potential to have some impact on road safety. Such potential
safety impacts may result from:
•

other road users becoming frustrated by delays behind slow moving vehicles

•

normal traffic expectation by local road users not allowing for the presence of large
vehicles

•

an increase in traffic numbers on the roads.
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These potential impacts will be minimised by the use of escort vehicles that will accompany the
OSOM vehicles. A traffic management plan, including a driver code of conduct, will be prepared as
required by the development consent conditions. This will address driver fatigue, travelling speeds, as
well as procedures to ensure that drivers implement safe driving practices to and from the site.

4.3

Mitigation Opportunities

Temporary signage will also be erected in consultation with MRWA and the relevant councils to
provide warning of increase construction traffic on the surrounding road network.
Other mitigation opportunity measures that will be considered closer to construction are as follows:
•

Use of a licensed and experienced haulage contractor, to be responsible for obtaining all
necessary permits and approvals from the MRWA HVS and the applicable local
authorities (only expected to be the Shire of Kondinin) and for complying with conditions
of approval

•

Escort vehicles for OSOM vehicles will be provided in accordance with MRWA HVS
requirements

•

Upgrading relevant sections of the OSOM and heavy vehicle routes to agreed standards
with the Shire, to minimise dust disturbance to nearby residents

•

Re-instating existing conditions after temporary modifications, if required

•

Providing a 24-hour telephone contact during construction to enable any issue or concern
to be rapidly identified and addressed

•

Prepare a road dilapidation report prior to the commencement of construction and
following completion of construction to determine any damage attributable to the project,
as required by the development consent conditions. Any damage would be repaired by
the Proponent

•

Should deterioration of roads occur during construction activities, an inspection and
maintenance program would be established, if required by the Shire

•

Implementation of appropriate erosion and sediment control measures for new access
tracks within the site

•

Implementation of appropriate dust control measures for unsealed tracks within the site
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Conclusion

Based on the analysis and discussions presented within this report, the following conclusions are
made:
1. A development application is to be lodged, seeking approval for a wind farm for up to 30
wind turbines with a maximum blade tip height of approximately 240m.
2. The proposed Project OSOM Haulage Route (for the blades) from the Cockburn Marine
Complex to the site will be required to be assessed with regard to transporting a
maximum 90 metre long wind blade (modelled to assess a worst-case haulage scenario).
3. A single access point is proposed on King Rocks Road North, likely in the vicinity of
Casuarina Road.
4. It is expected that the peak construction vehicle activity will result in around 80 vehicle
movements (one-way trips) on the local road route to the site during peak construction
activity.
5. It is anticipated that operations and maintenance activities after construction will generate
up to 5 trips per day on the surrounding road network, with vehicles largely using light
vehicles such as utilities and/ or vans.
6. The anticipated construction vehicle traffic generation is considered minor in comparison
to the existing daily traffic volumes along the proposed Project OSOM Haulage Route.
State and local roads will typically be able to cater for the expected traffic flows nearer to
the site.
7. With the qualifications noted in this report, the KRWF Project is not anticipated to
adversely affect the safety or function of the surrounding road network.
8. Minor disruptions may be caused by the use of OSOM vehicles as expected, however this
can be managed through the use of appropriate management plans in place during the
movement of these vehicles.
9. Overall, the Project can be supported from a traffic and transport perspective.
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